
 

Rapid Return (Appendix 2) 

 

 Follow child’ s sleep routine 

 Child gets in to bed, say “It’s sleep time, night night” 

 Leave the room but stay upstairs 

 When child gets up, go straight back, lead the child back in to bed and say “It’s 

sleep time, night night” 

 Continue to do this each time the child gets out of bed.  Do not provide any 

cuddles or comfort, just repeat “its sleep time, night night” and encourage back 

in to the bed 

 This may take lots of times returning the child to their bed.  STAY STRONG! 

The first few nights are likely to be hard but note that the times getting out of 

bed will gradually reduce. KEEP GOING. This usually takes 2-3 weeks to the 

point that a child will settle themselves and stay in bed until wake up time. 

 REMEMBER!! The child will be more sleepy if there is a good routine in place and 

you stick to this routine. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

Gradual retreat (Appendix 2) 

 Follow the night time routine 

 Child gets into bed, say “It’s sleep time, night night” 

 Parent to sit on a chair next to child by the bed  

 Rest a light hand on child (no stroking) 

 If child tries to get up, lay them back down “It’s sleep time, night night” 

 Once asleep, stay for 20 mins, then exit room 

 When child used to settling like this, move on to next step(up to a week) 

 Move chair away slightly, no eye contact/talking 

 Gradual move of chair out of room (as above) 

 If child up in night, return to the place you were in when the child fell asleep 

 Continue with previous steps – gradually moving the chair out of the room 

 Finally, when child can self- settle to sleep and you have moved chair out of the 

room, spend a few minutes upstairs but not in the child’s room so that you can be 

heard close by 

 

 

        

 


